Porcelain Painter
Glas Painter
Dishwasher safe by oven fixing

Fun glass and porcelain decorating with a Painter

For beautifully decorated porcelain and glass, quickly and easily – here’s how:

1. Pre-cleaning of the objects:
   Pre-cleaning of the objects is very important and is best done with washing up liquid or scouring cream and a small sponge. Then remove any remaining fingerprints with Marabu Cleaner or white spirit. Do not pre-clean objects in the dishwasher.

2. Shake, push, draw:
   To achieve the best application of colour, shake the marker well with the cap on before use. Then pump the tip (2-3 times) on scrap paper, until the ink is visible and then start painting (do not overpump). For a smooth paint flow, the marker must also be pumped during painting. Close the cap, shake the marker and pump just 2-3 times. Do not leave the marker uncapped for long, or the tip can dry out. Store flat.

3. Oven fixing:
   After 4 hours drying put the object into a cold oven and heat to 160 °C. As soon as this temperature is reached, fix for 30 minutes ONLY. Open the oven door and allow to cool.

4. Dishwasher safe:
   After oven fixing, objects are dishwasher safe up to 50 °C.

- Do not paint cutting surfaces or drinking rims, as abrasion from cutlery can damage the decoration.
- Arcopal/Pyrex type crockery is not dishwasher safe.
- Corrections or complete removal of the paint is possible with Marabu Cleaner or white spirit, as long as the paint has not dried or been fixed.
- Paint spills or dried out marker tips should be rinsed under the tap and thoroughly dried before using again.
- Allow outlines to dry briefly before painting in.